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Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov on Tuesday said the discovery of bodies in the
Ukrainian town of Bucha was a "provocation" aimed at scuppering talks between Moscow and
Kyiv.

"A question arises: What purpose does this blatantly untruthful provocation serve? We are led
to believe it is to find a pretext to torpedo the ongoing negotiations," Lavrov said in a video
message broadcast on Russian television.

Talks between Russia and Ukraine have continued after their top diplomats met in the Turkish
resort of Antalya last month, the first such gathering since the start of Moscow's military
operation on Feb. 24.

Russia last week announced it would drastically reduce its military activities in northern
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Ukraine following a meeting in Istanbul.

Related article: Moscow Accuses Ukraine of 'Staging' New Footage of Dead Civilians

Ukraine has proposed an international agreement with other countries guaranteeing its
security in return for accepting a neutral and non-nuclear status, not joining NATO and
refusing to host foreign military bases.

According to the Ukrainian proposal, Russia would not oppose Kyiv's admission to the
European Union.

Lavrov said the situation in Bucha aims to "distract attention from the negotiation process,
distract attention from the fact that the Ukrainian party, after Istanbul, has started to row
back, tried to put forward new conditions."

But he added that Russia was "ready" to continue the talks.

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky has accused Russian troops of killing civilians in
Bucha, after images emerged of bodies strewn across the streets following Russia's
withdrawal.

But the Kremlin has denied any responsibility and suggested the images of corpses were
staged.

Russia has not officially responded to Ukraine's security propositions and negotiations
continue by videoconference.
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